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“The best work that anybody ever writes is the work that is on the 

verge of embarrassing him, always” 
Arthur Miller 

 

 

With that in mind: 

We have reached the acknowledgements section!  Of course, I’m going to 

naively think that you have read the introduction to quench your curiosity 

about self-esteem, you completed each chapter gasping at the p-values 

along the way and mentally applauding the conclusions drawn, and you 

nodded enthusiastically during the discussion as I tried to make sense of it 

all. There is an implicit weight attached to writing acknowledgement 

sections; 1) You don’t want to miss anyone out, while; 2) You don’t want to 

go overboard and thank every living soul and inanimate object you’ve met 

along the way; 3) This is really the only part of the thesis were you can 

express some creative freedom without having to reference and defend your 

points (van Tuijl, 2017), while at the same time being brutally aware that your 

future employer might be reading this; 4) You don’t want to make it too 

soppy, but given that people have become somewhat accustomed to an 

emotionless and sometimes stoned-face Lonneke (food-related topics 

excluded), I fear that my words may come as a surprise to some (I really do 

have a gooey centre). 

Having moved from Scotland to a city in the Netherlands I had never heard 

of before, and that still, quite frankly, sounds like an ailment of the throat 

whenever anyone speaks it aloud, I am indebted to those who shaped my 

time here. Unlike ailments of the throat, I have come to love Groningen, and 

I can even say that I enjoyed working on my PhD. There are numerous 

people who have played a role in this, but I want to pay due attention to a 

few key contributors. 

It seems only appropriate to start with the person who, for the most part, 

made it all possible: Peter. Peter, I want to thank you for this wonderful 

opportunity, and for the trust and faith you had in me to complete my PhD. I 

truly believe that this has pushed my confidence a lot further in conducting 

research, and your patient, consistent, and enthusiastic approach to 
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supervising never ceases to amaze me. I could always rely on you to laugh at 

my bad jokes during the research lunch, and luckily your laugh is infectious 

(which did further wonders for my confidence). I am extremely grateful for all 

that you have done, and feel very lucky to have had you as my supervisor. 

Klaske and Claudi, the other members of my team – thank you for your 

patience, expertise, and feedback!  This thesis wouldn’t have been the same 

without your thorough feedback! 

What wonderful colleagues I have had – it is unbelievable. I could name 

them all, but I won’t, because I already fear that this section is getting out of 

hand due to my somewhat flamboyant way of writing. If you are not 

mentioned below, then I promise to mention you in the next thesis. However, 

there are a few specific (ex-)colleagues I want to thank: 

In the beginning, many colleagues greeted me with open arms and have 

remained important friends throughout. There are three, in particular, that I 

want to single out: Esther, Johan and Gerard. Esther, your enthusiasm to 

include me in absolutely everything and not take no for an answer was 

pivotal at the beginning. Through your persuasive and slightly stubborn 

nature, I was dragged along to every lunch, forced to take part in every game 

night, and encouraged to squeeze in as many coffee breaks as possible. I am 

so grateful that you were part of the department, and although we have less 

contact now, I have certainly not forgotten the important role you played in 

my first year and value it still immensely. Johan, any outsider would probably 

assume that I have little respect for you and that you are simply the butt of 

all my jokes. They couldn’t be more wrong. I hid your mouse, covered your 

desk in plants, broke into your Facebook, and mentioned your age at every 

relevant (and perhaps not so relevant) moment, merely out of the deepest 

respect. But in all seriousness, you are a fantastic, irreplaceable friend. You 

would cut of your own hand if you thought it would help someone. Gerard, 

where to start?!  When my Dutch was so crappy in the start, you switched 

effortlessly into English without waiting for me to utterly fail first. You 

mocked my “problems” in such a way that they became small and hilarious 

to me, too. You gave me all the room to be me, in all its craziness, during a 

time when I tried to tone it down in order to fit into the new surroundings. 
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You were a partner-in-crime (sorry Johan!), a sushi-connoisseur, a workshop 

enthusiast, and a La Chouffe-pusher. What an incredible person you are, and 

long may this friendship last! 

Gemma (“I like your brain”) and Michelle (“boat crasher”), you completed the 

Restaurant Club and quiz team, and what fantastic additions you were! 

My “roomie”, Christien. I have to admit that after having a room to myself for 

almost a year, I was a little dubious about having a full-time roommate. And 

now, I can’t imagine what it will be like to have to go on in research without 

you breathing the same circulated air in an office where the windows can’t 

open. Pretty intimate if you think of it like that! As a roommate, you have 

been a colleague, a friend (what a wonderful day it was when you finally 

admitted that we were friends and no longer just colleagues!), a therapist, a 

cheerleader, the devil’s advocate, and so many things. We have a whole 

repertoire of songs that we can duet on, and so many memories of random 

things that only seem possible in kamer 311 of the Heymansvleugel. Like our 

different approaches to plant care (your excessive watering, and my general 

neglect) that resulted in a purple jungle on our windowsill, and pushing 

cloves into oranges at Christmas time to overwhelm the corridor with what 

we deemed as compulsory Christmas-time smells. We are the prefect 

roommate fit!  I don’t think either of us had expected this at the start – and 

we’ve taken many a pause to reflect on the curious relationship that being 

roommates entails. Thanks for being a wonderful roomie! 

Renate, you were outraged that I had not included you in my 

acknowledgements. Bij deze dus. P.s., Did you lick my pear? 

Hermien, thanks for the enthusiastic and friendly e-mails, coffee breaks, and 

discussions. I’ve never been so prepared for a presentation as I was in 

Stockholm – thanks to you! 

Of course, not everyone who was important to my sanity (and thus, this 

thesis) came from the work environment. There are therefore a further few 

that I want to specifically thank: 
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I have found that the best cure for writers’ block, frustrating statistics results, 

unexpected design flaws, and all the other negative things that inevitably 

crop up in research, is kicking a ball (and the occasional teammate or 

opponent – unintentionally, of course!) around the field. Oranje Nassau 

dames 4, Oranje Nassau dames 5, Helpman vrouwen 3 – our name has 

changed often over the last four years, but the laughs, comfort, and much-

needed distraction has not. Ladies, I’m indebted to you, you truly are a 

wonderful bunch! 

Marjolijn, I was somewhat dubious about including you in the 

acknowledgements as you have proved to be a major distraction10. But what 

a beautiful and delightful distraction you are!  I am so glad that you are you, 

and that you encourage me to be me. With you, everything is possible, and 

nothing else really matters – not the London smog, nor the crazy rent prices. 

And finally, you were the start of everything, and therefore it is also 

appropriate that you are the end. My loving parents. I know that it’s been 

hard having an amazing daughter move to another country, and that you 

have found it difficult at times. Even though you’re still not actually sure of 

what I am doing, your support has been constant and unwavering. No, I 

might not be doing a PhD in statistics, although you told a cousin otherwise. 

No, you can’t buy the journal where my article is published in the local shop. 

Ok, so my first article lay on the table for weeks before dad finally admitted 

that he could not get past the first paragraph. And yes, I will write my project 

title down on a piece of paper, so that you can refer to it when others 

enquire about what I’m doing. And I suppose I could put my thesis on eBay if 

I have many copies spare. My wonderful and unintentionally-hilarious 

parents, thanks for the unconditional love and support that you both have 

provided in all my life. I have never doubted or questioned it for a second, 

and what a wonderful gift that is!  (Although, you know… a car would also be 

a wonderful gift…). 

                                                      
10 Actually, I’m pretty certain writing this thesis would have taken me at least another 

year if it had not been for you. 
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